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Impact Measurement and Management – Objectives

Impact – The core of our mission and work

The reach and depth of our portfolio organizations’ impact lie at the very core of our mission and work.
We use proprietary tools and frameworks based on industry best-practice standards to evaluate and
measure the social and environmental impact of our engagements.

Our impact measurement and management objectives:
▪ Support deal teams to consistently assess and manage the impact of pipeline and portfolio organizations
▪ Provide transparency and insights to learn and improve the effectiveness of solutions
▪ Evaluate impact to confirm that we are fulfilling our mission
▪ Demonstrate accountability and report to our stakeholders
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Impact Measurement and Management – Process

IMM across the full life cycle of an investment
Impact measurement & management process for each organization:
▪ Impact definition: We identify and consider the positive effects that solutions can have on people and the planet in alignment with our
three thematic strategies.
▪ Due diligence: During due diligence, our team applies our framework (standards, templates, tools) for a detailed impact analysis.
Existing impact evidence and independent research is also integrated into the analysis.
▪ Deal execution: Impact KPI targets are determined in the grant agreement in collaboration with grantees.
▪ Portfolio management: Impact KPIs are reported on a quarterly basis throughout our engagement. The data from quarterly impact
reports solidify effective practices and identify areas of improvement.
▪ Continuous learning: Partnerships with impact evaluation organizations enable further learning and deeper insights on the
effectiveness of solutions and strategies.

IMM process:
Identify alignment
with thematic
strategies and
SDGs

Align
with leading
industry bodies,
principles and
standards

Complete
impact assessment
according to
framework and
set targets

Collect and
manage
impact data

Conduct
external and
internal
impact reporting

Education
Health

Environment
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Impact Measurement and Management – Overview

Impact – What we measure and manage
In addition to measuring each organization’s direct1 impact according to the above-mentioned framework, we aggregate the data along
following levels and categories:

Aggregation levels:
Portfolio
Level

Thematic
Level

LGT VP Portfolio
Health

Education

Environment

Organization
Level2

Impact categories:
▪ Social Impact = The impact on people
▪ Environmental Impact = The impact on the environment
▪ Institutional Impact = The impact on the portfolio organization
or community/government institutions
1Direct
2These

Social

Environmental

Institutional

impact is defined as portfolio organization’s services provided directly to its main client base.
organizations represent only a fraction of our entire portfolio. See the entire portfolio here.
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2021 Impact Portfolio Level

Impact – What we measure and manage: Portfolio level
LGT VP Portfolio Impact1

1See

9.3m people

624k people

with better access to
quality services

e.g., teachers or health workers
benefitting from improved livelihoods

28k km2 marine

2.2k km2 land

432k tons carbon

area under management

under management

stored (additionally)

6’961 FTEs

52% women employed

working with LGT VP
portfolio organizations

at LGT VP portfolio organizations

61k community institutions

USD 192m

45% women in senior positions

combined budget of LGT VP
portfolio organizations

i.e., senior management or on boards at
LGT VP portfolio organizations

e.g., schools or health facilities
provide improved services

the impact per portfolio organization here.
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2021 Impact Thematic Level – Health

Impact – What we measure and manage: Health

6.2m people

32k CHWs

with better access to
quality healthcare

better trained and
equipped

0.3k health facilities

18 countries / 19 states

with improved quality
services

with improved capacity in
healthcare delivery
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2021 Impact Thematic Level – Education

Impact – What we measure and manage: Education

624k children

39k children

with improved access to
quality education

better prepared for school

60k schools

3 countries / 8 states

and community centers
with improved education
services

with improved capacity in
providing education

344k people

1.1m youth

employed in sustainable
livelihoods

with improved
employability
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2021 Impact Thematic Level – Education

Impact – What we measure and manage: Environment
432k tons carbon
stored (additional)

28k km2 marine
area under management

2.2k km2
land under protection/
regeneration

1.3m people

248k people

1k community

13 countries / 11 states

benefitting from
improved ecosystem
services

whose livelihoods
benefit from improved
ecosystem services

institutions enabling
improved ecosystem
services

with improved capacity
in environment
management
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Contact

Please contact us at

LGT Venture Philanthropy
Arterstrasse 24
8032 Zurich, Switzerland
+41 44 256 81 10
info@lgtvp.com

www.lgtvp.com
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Disclaimer
This publication is produced by LGT Venture Philanthropy Foundation (hereafter "LGT VP").
The contents of this publication have been prepared by our staff and are based on sources of information we consider to be reliable.
However, we cannot provide any undertaking or guarantee as to it being correct, complete and up to date. The circumstances and principles
to which the information contained in this publication relates may change at any time. Once published, therefore, the information shall not
be under-stood as implying that no change has taken place since publication or that it is still up to date. The information in this publication
does not constitute an aid for decision-making in relation to financial, legal, tax or other consulting matters, or should decisions be made on
the basis of this information alone. It is recommended that advice be obtained from a qualified expert. We disclaim without qualification all
liability for any loss or damage of any kind, whether direct, indirect or consequential, which may be incurred through the use of this
publication.
Venture philanthropy is an approach to philanthropic giving that uses concepts and techniques from the venture capital industry to build
strong social organizations by providing them with both financial and non-financial support in order to increase their societal impact. It
often also means to engage in emerging markets, i.e., in jurisdictions which may not be politically, financially or organizationally stable.
Therefore, the in-fluence on an engagement can be substantially restricted and not guaranteed.
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